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 10-7788 Thunderbird Blvd 
 Vancouver, BC V4P 2L5 

 December 1, 2021 

 Jason Kim 
 Talent Sourcing Specialist 
 DoorDash Canada 
 1325 Eglinton Ave E #214, 
 Toronto, ON L4W 4L9 

 Dear Mr. Kim, 

 I am writing to you today in response to the opening of a Software Developer Intern position at 
 DoorDash Canada. After reading through the job description, I am very excited to be applying 
 for the opening as I believe we would make an excellent fit. 

 As both a Web Developer for my university’s news website (The Ubyssey), I have become 
 highly proficient in relevant technical skill sets which include, but are not limited to, 
 object-oriented Programming (Python), relational databases (SQL), and web frameworks 
 (Django, React). My experiences working as a former Website Analyst for UBC Extended 
 Learning provided me with proficient knowledge in unit testing and site reliability. 

 While my former position as a Junior Analyst for the US Consulate in Vancouver provided me 
 with knowledge in working with time-sensitive and confidential tasks, under pressing time 
 constraints. Currently, I am pursuing a second degree in Computer Science by which I have had 
 the opportunity to improve my skills in data structures and algorithms, functional programming 
 and project collaboration. I take pride in my sense of punctuality and work ethic in the workplace 
 and I am fluent in English, Malaysian and Indonesian. 

 My personal goals are directed towards software development and given the role, I believe our 
 shared goals would make a cooperative and engaging team. It would be an honor to be a part of 
 your team. Please feel free to contact me if you like to arrange an interview (tel: (606) 606 6060 
 or contactdanisa@gmail.com) 

 Sincerely, 

 Danisa Rambing 
 Encl. Resume 
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 DANISA RAMBING 
 contactdanisa@gmail.com  | 778 956 8890 
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 To: Jane Lee (  leejane@government.us  ) 
 From: Danisa Rambing (  contactdanisa@gmail.com  ) 
 Date: November 2, 2021 
 Subject: Request for Reference - Danisa Rambing 

 Dear Ms. Lee, 

 I hope you are doing well. I am writing to request a letter of reference for a Software 
 Development Internship position. 

 As you may know, I am currently enrolled in the Bachelors of Computer Science at the 
 University of British Columbia and I am currently searching for an internship/Co-Op work 
 placement. 

 As my previous mentor and supervisor, I learned so much from you about working in public 
 service and the inherent traits of professionalism, attention to detail and communication that 
 come along with government work. During the time that I worked for you at the US Consulate, 
 your mentorship has provided me with a great understanding of cybersecurity and quantitative 
 research, which I am planning to utilize in a software engineering internship position. As a 
 seasoned diplomat, your reference would be a wonderful addition to my job application. 

 If you are comfortable with providing me a reference letter, please let me know by December 1, 
 2021 since my application will need to have all submitted references by then. If you would like 
 me to provide further clarification for the reference please do not hesitate to contact me at 
 contactdanisa@gmail.com  or (778) 956 8890. 

 Thank you for your time, mentorship and consideration. I will look forward to hearing back from 
 you. 

 Best, 

 Danisa Rambing 
 Encl. Resume and Cover Letter 
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 To: John Matthews (johnm@ubyssey.ca) 
 From: Danisa Rambing (  contactdanisa@gmail.com  ) 
 Date: November 2, 2021 
 Subject: Request for Reference - Danisa Rambing 

 Dear Mr. Matthews, 

 I hope you are doing well. I am writing to request a letter of reference for a Software 
 Development Internship position. 

 As you may know, I am currently enrolled in the Bachelors of Computer Science at the 
 University of British Columbia and I am currently searching for an internship/Co-Op work 
 placement. 

 As my previous mentor and supervisor, I learned so much from you about working as a Web 
 Developer and the technical skills needed to maintain a popular news website service. During 
 the time that I worked for you at the Ubyssey, your mentorship has provided me with a great 
 understanding of front-end development, site testing, code maintenance and team collaboration, 
 which I am aiming to utilize in a software engineering internship position. As a seasoned 
 developer, your reference would be a wonderful addition to my job application. 

 If you are comfortable with providing me a reference letter, please let me know by December 1, 
 2021 since my application will need to have all submitted references by then. If you would like 
 me to provide further clarification for the reference please do not hesitate to contact me at 
 contactdanisa@gmail.com  or (778) 956 8890. 

 Thank you for your time, mentorship and consideration. I will look forward to hearing back from 
 you. 

 Best, 

 Danisa Rambing 
 Encl. Resume and Cover Letter 
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 To: Albert Patel (pateldalbert@ubc.ca) 
 From: Danisa Rambing (  contactdanisa@gmail.com  ) 
 Date: November 2, 2021 
 Subject: Request for Reference - Danisa Rambing 

 Dear Mr. Patel, 

 I hope you are doing well. I am writing to request a letter of reference for a Software 
 Development Internship position. 

 As you may know, I am currently enrolled in the Bachelors of Computer Science at the 
 University of British Columbia and I am currently searching for an internship/Co-Op work 
 placement. 

 As my previous mentor and supervisor, I learned so much from you about working as a Web 
 Analyst and the technical skills needed to maintain UBC’s Extended Learning website. During 
 the time that I worked for you at the Ubyssey, your mentorship has provided me with a great 
 understanding of front-end development, unit testing, and team collaboration, which I am aiming 
 to utilize in a software engineering internship position. As a well-regarded business intelligence 
 analyst, your reference would be a wonderful addition to my job application. 

 If you are comfortable with providing me a reference letter, please let me know by December 1, 
 2021 since my application will need to have all submitted references by then. If you would like 
 me to provide further clarification for the reference please do not hesitate to contact me at 
 contactdanisa@gmail.com  or (778) 956 8890. 

 Thank you for your time, mentorship and consideration. I will look forward to hearing back from 
 you. 

 Best, 

 Danisa Rambing 
 Encl. Resume and Cover Letter 
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